Pathfinder cavalier

I support a limited subset of Pathfinder's rules content. If you would like help with Pathfinder
player options not covered here, please email me and I am happy to provide additional
assistance. Also note that many colored items are also links to the Paizo SRD. This is a linear
improvement to the Cavalier. Giving up Heavy Armor proficiency can be fixed with a feat, and
Expert Trainer is fairly useless. The ability to have something cool like a dinosaur for a mount
adds a ton of options to your Cavalier. Armor Proficiency : Giving up heavy armor is annoying,
but you can fix it with a feat if you can't afford to invest in dexterity. Exotic Mount Ex : This
opens up the Animal Companion list for your choice of mount, and specifies exactly which
animals can be used as a mount. For help selecting your mount, see my practical guide to
animal companions. The additional ability to make other attacks in place of hoof attacks is an
excellent addition to effects like Trample and Overrun. Unlike most Cavaliers, the Daring
Champion is a non-mounted archetype, and depends on Weapon Finesse. Daring Champion
also introduces the Swashbuckler's fantastic Panache ability, and several Swashbuckler Deeds
with which to use it. Champion's Finesse makes this archetype a fantastic option for a one-level
class dip for characters who want to use Weapon Finesse and Combat Expertise, but don't want
to have enough intelligence for Combat Expertise. Don't pick up a buckler unless it's
masterwork, or the -1 armor check penalty will inhibit your attacks. Also remember that Nimble
gives you a free, permanent Dodge bonus to AC while wearing light armor, so pick up a Mithral
Breastplate as soon as you can afford it. Champion's Finesse Ex : This is a fantastic option for a
class dip for a ton of builds. You can use Weapon Finesse with any light or one-handed piercing
weapons, which includes things like heavy picks and spiked heavy shields. The ability to use
Charisma in place of Intelligence for Combat Feats means that you can get Combat Expertise
without the requisite 13 intelligence and pick up all of the cool combat maneuver feats which
require it. Remember that Slashing Grace allows you to treat your selected slashing weapon as
piercing for feats and such, so you can use a scimitar or with sawtooth sabres if you plan to use
two-weapon fighting. Nimble Ex : Free AC is great. Remember that Mithral versions of medium
armor count as light, so pick up a Mithral Breastplate. You won't have as many options for
using your Panache as really Swashbuckler, but that gives you more points to dedicate to the
few Deeds that you do get. Dodging Panache Ex : The bonus to AC is nice, but the real appeal
comes at high level when you can use this to move away from creatures making a Full Attack to
get out of reach of their iterative attacks. Opportune Parry and Riposte Ex : This is a great way
to defend yourself and get free attacks, but it will also burn through your Panache very quickly
if you depend on it too much. Save this for particularly scary single attacks. Precise Strike Ex :
This is a ton of extra damage, though you only get to use it if you don't use Two-Weapon
Fighting. Remember that it's precision damage, so it won't get multiplied on all of those critical
hits that you should be getting. You can spend Panache to double the damage bonus on one
attack, but that's a very bad way to waste Panache. Swashbuckler Initiative Ex : Initiative
bonuses are great. Most people probably won't both with Quick Draw, but the second half of
this ability is cool if you do. Advanced Deeds Ex : Some of the options are very situational, but
as a whole this set of deeds give you some very versatile options. Superior Feint Ex :
Situational. Targeted Strike Ex : This adds some nice versatility, and provides some options to
replace the Disarm and Trip combat maneuvers. Arms : Good, and nice to have because
Improved Disarm is rarely a worthwhile feat. Head : Confused is garbage. Legs : Good, but
Improved Trip won't cost you Panache. Torso or Wings : Staggering a creature is a great way to
prevent it from running away or making a Full Attack. Subtle Blade Ex : Situational. Dizzying
Defense Ex : Many Swashbucklers will have Combat Expertise, which will provide a better
bonus to AC by this level, but you can use both at once. It's not clear if using Fight Defensively
as a swift action allows you to make an attack, but I assume that it does, which means you get a
free attack as a Swift Action for a Panache point. That's pretty fantastic. If you don't like the
Tactician ability, Emissary is a good reason to get rid of it. Emissary gives up Banner and
Tactician in favor of some excellent abilities to increase the Cavalier's mobility, and a few free
feats that any good mounted build should take anyway. There is some overlap with the
Gendarme, but where the Gendarme is all about charging, the Emissary is all about mobility.
Bonus Feats : None of those feats are worth taking, but it doesn't hurt you to have them. In or
Out of the Saddle Ex : Free feat! Potentially worth a class dip for mounted characters using
other classes. Tactician is hard to use, so trading it for a feat which you would need anyway is
great. The ability to move at normal speed in medium armor is a nice consolation prize when
you're not mounted. Battlefield Agility Ex : Mobility is nice for charging past enemies to hit
something important. Giving up Banner might seem disappointing, but morale bonuses are the
most common bonuses in the game. Mounted Acrobatics Ex : Trick Riding allows you to use
Ride in place of your mount's AC an additional time per round, which is excellent. The ability to
use Trick Riding while wearing light armor is fantastic. Mounted Dervish Ex : Mounted

Skirmisher is basically a given for mounted builds. You can't use it with a charge, but that
doesn't make it any less amazing. The Gendarme can get Spirited Charge at first level, and that
alone justifies the existence of the archetype. Spirited Charge is the core mechanic of most
mounted melee builds, and the Gendarme is an excellent way to go about it. You give up
Tactician for better bonus feats, but you get to keep Banner, unlike the Emissary. Bonus Feats :
Limiting your bonus feats limits your options, but the list of feats make sense of the archetype.
You get bonus feats at 1st, 5th, 8th, 11th, 14th, 17th, and 20th level, so you will take all 7 of the
feats as bonus feats unless you take them as normal feats. However, because you need many of
the feats to make your build make sense, you probably want to take them early. Improved Bull
Rush : Very situational. Mounted Combat : Essential. Probably your selection at level 1, but you
may want to use your level 1 feat for Mounted Combat, and use your Genarme bonus feat to get
Ride-By Attack. Wait until level 5 unless you really need the extra damage on top of Spirited
Charge for some reason. Ride-By Attack : Essential. Spirited Charge : Essential. You can take
this at first level if you are a human take Mounted Combat and Ride-By Attack as your 1st level
feat and human bonus feat , and start trippling your damage right off the bat. Unseat :
Worthless. This is an archetype for NPCs. A player who takes this can expect to spend all of
their turns using Aid Another and standing still. Sworn Defense Ex : Very cool flavor-wise, but
the bonus is pathetic. Intercept Ex : Nice for protecting your target, and it gives you an obvious
action to use every turn. Warding Charge Ex : A free charge on your enemies turn is fantastic.
Defensive Challenge Ex : Nice debuff, but the bonus is very small for such a high level abulity.
While the attempt is certainly noble, and contains some good ideas, the Luring Cavaliers most
notable abilities don't work well until 20th level. Note that you don't get your order modification
to your challenge until you are hit with a melee attack by the target of your challenge. Infuriating
Aim Ex : Because this only applies to attacks made at your highest base attack bonus, you get
your first attack and your extra attack from Rapid Shot. However, the best critical threat range
you will find is with a crossbow, which means your best option is a crossbow. And if your best
ranged weapon option is a crossbow, you are a very sad archer. If you can somehow make this
ability reliable keen crossbow , it's fantastic. Versatile Challenge Ex : By now you are very
heavily invested in ranged combat, and switching to melee would be a lethal mistake. However,
this may mean that you can reactivate Far Challenge after getting hit with a melee attack.
Supreme Aim Ex : You spent 20 levels trying to find a way to make your abilities useful, and you
get handed one at level All of those feats and optimization choices suddenly don't matter. The
musketeer gives up the Cavalier's mount in favor of firearms. While it is nice the other Cavalier
abilities are left in place, firearms simply aren't useful enough to justify how much damage this
does to the Cavalier. The description of the archetype suggests that you should start fights with
a gun then switch to melee, but there is nothing in the archetype to support that, and Pathfinder
generally doesn't support switch-hitting like that. Weapon and Armor Proficiency : Giving up
Heavy Armor is unfortunate, but you get firearm proficiency for free, and you get access to feats
like Weapon Specialization and Point-Blank Master. Gifted Firearm Ex : You get a free gun and
Gunsmithing like many firearm-centric classes and archetypes. The unique part is the focus
ability. At 8th level you get to go into focus mode and add some cool abilities which replicate
feats and weapon enhanhcements. However, these abilities are generally small enhancements,
so they won't go a long way improve your effectiveness. At level 20 you can ignore reload
times, which would be great if Rapid Reload didn't already let you reload a pistol as a free
action. Swift Powder Ex : Rapid Reload is a requirement for anyone using firearms. Getting it for
free is nice. The added a ability to reload a musket once as a free action is nice, but you don't
get it until fairly high level. Replaced Features: Mount, Expert Trainer. Standard Bearer focuses
on the Cavalier's Banner ability. Banner is nice, and provides a decent buff, but it's not cool
enough or useful enough to support an archetype devoted to it. Standard Bearer is
unimpressive, and trades in the Cavalier's combat abilities for some incredibly modest buffs
which you don't receive until high enough level that they are useless. Banner Ex : Decent buff,
and easy to use. Getting it early is nice. Mount Ex : Waiting until level 5 to get you mount is
annoying, but it doesn't make your mount any less awesome. Banner of Solace Ex : This is cool,
but at 11th level it should provide a considerably larger bonus, or be usable more than once per
day. The bonuses to saves are nice, but situational. The whole of this archetype is propped up
by Drill Instructor. Without affecting the Cavalier's combat abilities, Strategist gives the Cavalier
some excellent ways to use and share teamwork feats. If you enjoy teamwork feats, this is a
great choice for a Cavalier. Also see my Practical Guide to Teamwork Feats for additional
guidance on making use of teamwork feats. Tactician Ex : Very slightly improves the rate at
which you gain additional uses of Tactician. Drill Instructor Ex : Tactician wishes it were this
good. This ability applies to any teamwork feat you know, which allows you to share cool feats
like Coordinated Charge with allies who can't get the feats on their own. Keep in mind that this

consumes one of your very limited number of Challenge uses. Tactical Advantage Ex : This
slightly mitigates the fact that you spent a standard action to use Tactician in combat, but it
comes very late in the game. Strategic Supremacy Ex : Have you ever encountered enemies
with Teamwork feats? Neither have I. Red : Bad, useless options, or options which are
extremely situational. Orange : OK options, or useful options that only apply in rare
circumstances Green : Good options. Blue : Fantastic options, often essential to the function of
your character. Facebook Logo Facebook logo with white F icon on blue background. Twitter
Logo Twitter logo with white bird icon on a blue background. If you would like help with
Pathfinder player options not covered here, please email me and I am happy to provide
additional assistance. Also note that many colored items are also links to the Paizo SRD. Where
the Fighter's roles are purely combative, the Cavalier is much more tactical and intellectual
martial class. With an interesting mix of options, the Cavalier can succeed as a Defender, Face,
or Striker, and includes a few Support abilities attached to the Cavalier's banner. Cavalier Class
Features Hit Points : d10 hit points like nearly every other front-line class. Saves : With heavy
armor and no need for Wisdom, the Cavalier really needs help with Reflex and Will saves.
Proficiencies :. Remember that your choice of Order will add two additional class skills.
Challenge Ex : Similar to the Paladin's Smite Evil, but the damage doesn't double against major
foes, and you lose AC instead of getting a bonus to AC against the target. Note that your choice
of Order adds additional effects to your Challenge. Mount Ex : The Cavalier's combat tactics
are, as you might expect based on the name, centered around mounted combat, and the
Cavalier's Mount is an essential part of those tactics. Orders provide a collection of abilities and
two additional class skills. Tactician Ex : Teamwork Feats can be very good, but at first level
you won't qualify for anything particularly interesting. Cavalier's Charge Ex : Mounted charges
are the Cavalier's first and best option in combat, and this makes them even better. Animals
usually freak out and run away when wounded, and you need to make Handle Animal checks to
keep them in combat. This bonus to Handle Animal can help make your mount more reliable.
The ability to train stuff faster is very situational. Banner Ex : A fairly small and situational
bonus, but charging is big part of the cavalier, and You count as your own ally , so you get the
bonus to charges too. Bonus Feat : You only get 3, but bonus feats are always welcome,
especially for feat-heavy builds like mounted combat. Greater Tactician Ex : By this level you
can qualify for a lot of interesting Teamwork Feats, and granting them as a Swift Action means
that you can do it at the beginning of every combat. Mighty Charge Ex : Doubling the threat
range on your lance won't help you much, but a free combat maneuver on a successful charge
can be very helpful. If you enemy is prone, they will also have more trouble moving out of the
way of your next charge. Demanding Challenge Ex : If you have other weapon-based characters
in the party, this is a nice way to bring down major enemies with big AC's. The ability to wave
your banner and provide rerolls on saves is huge. You can allow rerolls against domination,
poison, disease, or any number of other horrifying effects. This is especially useful against
effects which only allow one save at the start of the effect. Master Tactician Ex : Another
improvement on tactician, this time you can grant any two Teamwork Feats which you know,
not just those granted as bonus feats by Tactician. Supreme Charge Ex : Remember that
multipliers always stack additively, so if you have Spirited Charge and a lance you now deal x4
normal damage. The ability to stun the target on a crit is nice, but with a threat range on your
lance it's hardly reliable. Abilities The Cavalier's abilities fall somewhere between the Fighter
and the Paladin. Melee combat defines the Cavalier, but Charisma helps the Cavalier function as
a Face and adds to many Cavalier Order abilities. Str : As a primarily melee character, Strength
is your primary ability. You can use a lance one-handed while mounted, so the difference
between 16 and 18 strength isn't big enough that you need to bend over backwards to hit 18 at
level 1. Dex : Dexterity adds to Ride and the Cavalier's bad Reflex saves, but because the
Cavalier is likely in full plate you likely won't have high Dexterity. Con : As a front-line martial
character, hit points are essential. Int : Only needed for skill ranks. Dump as low as you can
while still maximizing your essential skills. Wis : Only needed for Will saves, but the Cavalier is
very vulnerable to Will save effects, and needs all the help it can get. You don't need nearly as
much as a Paladin, but 14 Charisma will go a long way. If you don't play a Face and avoid
Orders which require Charisma, you can dump Charisma to 7. Dwarf : Better suited to the
Fighter, but still a very durable option. If you don't plan to play a Face and don't mind avoiding
Cavalier Orders which depend on Charisma, the Dwarf can be perfectly viable. The Dwarf
favored class bonus improves Challenge damage, which can be very deadly. Elf : Nothing
useful for the Cavalier. Red : Bad, useless options, or options which are extremely situational.
Orange : OK options, or useful options that only apply in rare circumstances Green : Good
options. Blue : Fantastic options, often essential to the function of your character. Facebook
Logo Facebook logo with white F icon on blue background. Twitter Logo Twitter logo with white

bird icon on a blue background. Cavaliers who join the order of the sword dedicate their lives to
the code of chivalry, living a life of honor, valor, and fairness. Cavaliers of this order tend to
swear service to a lord or a lady. Of all the orders, the order of the sword is perhaps the
broadest in terms of its focus and ideals. Edicts : The cavalier must show courage in the face of
danger, mercy to those who have wronged him, and charity to the poor and the meek. He must
be just and honorable at all times and in all things. He must defend his honor and, above all
else, the honor of those he serves. Skills : An order of the sword cavalier adds Knowledge
nobility Int and Knowledge religion Int to his list of class skills. Order Abilities : An order of the
sword cavalier receives the following abilities as he increases in level. At 2nd level, the cavalier
must select one alignment. At 8th level, the cavalier ignores the armor check penalty when
using the Ride skill, regardless of whether or not the creature he is riding is his mount. He must
qualify for the feat selected. This functions like a normal challenge, but the cavalier adds his
Charisma bonus on all attack rolls and damage roles made against the target of his challenge.
Toggle navigation. Patreon Supporters. The cavalier is defined not only by his dedication to his
order or his skill on the battlefield, but also by the special relationship he maintains with his
mount. Where some cavaliers are simply skilled with horses or well-trained knights, the beast
rider spends his life in constant pursuit of the most perfect mount, forming bonds with greater,
more powerful, and more exotic creatures. A beast rider is proficient with light and medium
armor , and with shields with the exception of tower shields. At 1st level, a beast rider forms a
bond with a strong, loyal companion that permits him to ride it as a mount. The animal chosen
as a mount must be large enough to carry the beast rider Medium or Large for a Small
character; Large or Huge for a Medium character. The beast rider does not take an armor check
penalty on Ride checks while riding his mount. The mount is always considered combat trained
, and begins play with Endurance as a bonus feat. Each time the beast rider increases in level,
he can choose to select a new, more impressive mount better suited to his increased power.
Small-sized beast riders can choose a pony or wolf mount at 1st level. At 4th level, a Small
beast rider can also choose an allosaurus , ankylosaurus , arsinoitherium , aurochs , bison ,
boar , brachiosaurus , elephant , glyptodon , hippopotamus , mastodon , megaloceros , riding
dog , giant snapping turtle , triceratops , or tyrannosaurus. At 7th level, he can also choose a
dinosaur deinonychus or velociraptor. Medium beast riders can choose a camel or horse mount
at 1st level. At 4th level, a Medium beast rider can also choose an allosaurus , ankylosaurus ,
arsinoitherium , aurochs , bison , brachiosaurus , elephant , glyptodon , hippopotamus , lion ,
mastodon , megaloceros , giant snapping turtle , tiger , triceratops , or tyrannosaurus as his
mount. Additional mounts might be available with GM approval. In addition, a 7th-level or higher
Medium beast rider can select any creature whose natural size is Large or Huge, provided that
creature is normally available as a Medium-sized animal companion at 7th level like a bear. To
generate statistics for such a mount, apply the following modifications:. A beast rider cannot
choose a mount that is not capable of bearing his weight, that has fewer than four legs, or that
has a fly speed although the GM may allow mounts with a swim speed in certain environments.
Anytime a feat or ability allows a mount to make a hoof attack, it can make a claw, slam, or other
analogous attack instead. Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate Combat. Stephens, and Russ
Taylor. Toggle navigation. Armor Proficiency A beast rider is proficient with light and medium
armor , and with shields with the exception of tower shields. Exotic Mount Ex At 1st level, a
beast rider forms a bond with a strong, loyal companion that permits him to ride it as a mount.
Patreon Supporters. Ghost riders are conflicted warriors who use the powers of the phantasmal
dead even while seeking out and banishing the corruption of undeath from plagued
communities. Their strange abilities mark them as outsiders and stoic loners, and they stay in
one place only long enough to help the afflicted before riding off to unknown destinations. At
1st level, a ghost rider gains the ability to manifest a special mount of conjured ectoplasm
rather than one of flesh and bone. A ghost rider must choose a mount that is capable of bearing
her weight, that has four or more legs, and that lacks a fly speed although the GM may allow
mounts with a swim speed in certain environments. The GM might approve other animals as
suitable mounts. Ghost mounts do not gain emotional focus abilities. The ghost rider does not
take an armor check penalty on Ride checks while riding her mount. The mount is always
considered combat trained, and begins play with Endurance as a bonus feat. Ghost Mount
Starting Statistics: Type animal phantom ; Size one size category larger than the ghost rider;
Speed 50 ft. This ability replaces mount. This is a mind-affecting fear effect. At 9th level, this
ability can affect creatures that are mindless or immune to mind-affecting effects, though it still
counts as a fear effect. The ghost rider can use this ability a number of times each day equal to
her Charisma modifier. This ability replaces tactician , greater tactician , and master tactician. At
3rd level, a ghost rider becomes immune to fear. This ability functions only while the ghost rider
is conscious, not if she is unconscious or dead. At 8th level, it gains the ability to use water

walk at will. This ability replaces expert trainer and banner. This ability replaces mighty charge
and greater banner. Toggle navigation. Ghost Mount Su At 1st level, a ghost rider gains the
ability to manifest a special mount of conjured ectoplasm rather than one of flesh and bone.
Fearless Su At 3rd level, a ghost rider becomes immune to fear. Section Copyright Notice.
Patreon Supporters. Toggle Theme. Archives of Nethys. These warriors, known as cavaliers,
swear themselves to a purpose, serving it above all else. Cavaliers are skilled at fighting from
horseback, and are often found charging across a battlefield, with the symbol of their order
trailing on a long, fluttering banner. Role : Cavaliers tend to marshal forces on the battlefield,
using their mounted talents and challenges to control the flow of the fight. Outside of battle,
cavaliers can be found advancing their cause through diplomacy and, if needed, subterfuge.
The cavalier is no stranger to courtly intrigue and can hold his own in even the most delicate of
social situations. Alignment : Any. Hit Die : d Starting Wealth : 5d6 x 10 gp average gp.
Challenge Ex : Once per day, a cavalier can challenge a foe to combat. As a swift action, the
cavalier chooses one target within sight to challenge. The cavalier can use this ability once per
day at 1st level, plus one additional time per day for every three levels beyond 1st, to a
maximum of seven times per day at 19th level. The cavalier takes a â€”2 penalty to his Armor
Class, except against attacks made by the target of his challenge. The challenge remains in
effect until the target is dead or unconscious or until the combat ends. Mount Ex : A cavalier
gains the service of a loyal and trusty steed to carry him into battle. The creature must be one
that he is capable of riding and is suitable as a mount. A cavalier does not take an armor check
penalty on Ride checks while riding his mount. The mount is always considered combat trained
and begins play with Light Armor Proficiency as a bonus feat. This new mount does not gain the
link, evasion, devotion, or improved evasion special abilities until the next time the cavalier
gains a level. Order Ex : At 1st level, a cavalier must pledge himself to a specific order. The
order grants the cavalier a number of bonuses, class skills, and special abilities. In addition,
each order includes a number of edicts that the cavalier must follow. The violation of an edict is
subject to GM interpretation. A cavalier cannot change his order without undertaking a lengthy
process to dedicate himself to a new cause. When this choice is made, he immediately loses all
of the benefits from his old order. He must then follow the edicts of his new order for one entire
level without gaining any benefits from that order. Once accomplished, he gains all of the
bonuses from his new order. Tactician Ex : At 1st level, a cavalier receives a teamwork feat as a
bonus feat. He must meet the prerequisites for this feat. As a standard action, the cavalier can
grant this feat to all allies within 30 feet who can see and hear him. Allies retain the use of this
bonus feat for 3 rounds plus 1 round for every two levels the cavalier possesses. Allies do not
need to meet the prerequisites of these bonus feats. The cavalier can use this ability once per
day at 1st level, plus one additional time per day at 5th level and for every 5 levels thereafter. In
addition, the cavalier does not suffer any penalty to his AC after making a charge attack while
mounted. Expert Trainer Ex : At 4th level, a cavalier learns to train mounts with speed and
unsurpassed expertise. The banner must be at least Small or larger and must be carried or
displayed by the cavalier or his mount to function. Bonus Feat : At 6th level, and at every six
levels thereafter, a cavalier gains a bonus feat in addition to those gained from normal
advancement. These bonus feats must be selected from those listed as combat feats. The
cavalier must meet the prerequisites of these bonus feats. Greater Tactician Ex : At 9th level,
the cavalier receives an additional teamwork feat as a bonus feat. The cavalier can grant this
feat to his allies using the tactician ability. Using the tactician ability is a swift action. Mighty
Charge Ex : At 11th level, a cavalier learns to make devastating charge attacks while mounted.
Double the threat range of any weapons wielded during a charge while mounted. This increase
does not stack with other effects that increase the threat range of the weapon. In addition, the
cavalier can make a free bull rush, disarm, sunder, or trip combat maneuver if his charge attack
is successful. This free combat maneuver does not provoke an attack of opportunity.
Demanding Challenge Ex : At 12th level, whenever a cavalier declares a challenge, his target
must pay attention to the threat he poses. As long as the target is within the threatened area of
the cavalier, it takes a â€”2 penalty to its AC from attacks made by anyone other than the
cavalier. In addition, while his banner is displayed, the cavalier can spend a standard action to
wave the banner through the air, granting all allies within 60 feet an additional saving throw
against any one spell or effect that is targeting them. This save is made at the original DC.
Spells and effects that do not allow saving throws are unaffected by this ability. An ally cannot
benefit from this ability more than once per day. Master Tactician Ex : At 17th level, the cavalier
receives an additional teamwork feat as a bonus feat. Whenever the cavalier uses the tactician
ability, he grants any two teamwork feats that he knows. He can select from any of his teamwork
feats, not just his bonus feats. Supreme Charge Ex : At 20th level, whenever the cavalier makes
a charge attack while mounted, he deals double the normal amount of damage or triple if using

a lance. In addition, if the cavalier confirms a critical hit on a charge attack while mounted, the
target is stunned for 1d4 rounds. A Will save reduces this to staggered for 1d4 rounds. Alternate
Capstones Source Chronicle of Legends pg. The following section provides new capstones for
characters to select at 20th level. A character can select one of the following capstones in place
of the capstone provided by her class. Some capstones are for specific classes, while others
are for a range of classes that qualify for them. In some cases, a capstone specifies what ability
it replaces. Clerics and wizards can receive a capstone at 20th level, despite not having one to
begin with. This capstone is available to any class with an animal companion. The character
increases her ability scores by a collective total of 8. For example, she can increase one score
by 8, or one score by 5 and another by 3, or four scores by 2, and so on. Characters of any class
can select this ability. The cavalier gains a bonus teamwork feat , can grant up to three bonus
feats with tactician, and increases the range of tactician by 90 feet. The character becomes one
of the leading figures in some manner of group or organization, as appropriate to the campaign
and the setting. The player and the GM should work together to determine the specifics. The
character gains the Leadership feat if she does not already have it, and the number of followers
that the feat grants is multiplied by 10 although depending on the campaign and setting, the
position may grant other powers as well. If multiple characters in a party select this capstone,
the GM may consider pooling them to grant the players a particularly large and powerful
organization, such as a small kingdom. The character selects one item she hasâ€”preferably
something iconic and significant, such as a weapon or arcane bond. The item becomes a minor
artifact and gains , gp worth of new powers. The player and the GM should work together to
select the new powers, with an eye towards making something memorable yet
campaign-appropriate. Aquatic Elf Blood of the Sea pg. If the cavalier ever replaces his mount,
the new mount gains these bonus skill ranks. Catfolk Advanced Race Guide pg. Dwarf
Advanced Race Guide pg. Elf Advanced Race Guide pg. If the cavalier ever replaces his mount,
the new mount gains these bonus hit points. Gathlain Ultimate Wilderness pg. Gnome
Advanced Race Guide pg. In combat this has no effect unless the cavalier has selected this
reward five times or another increment of five. If the cavalier ever replaces his mount, the new
mount gains this bonus to its speed. Goblin Advanced Race Guide pg. Half-Elf Advanced Race
Guide pg. This option has no effect unless the cavalier has selected it 5 times or another
increment of 5 ; a speed of 54 feet is effectively a speed of 50 feet, for example. If the cavalier
ever replaces his mount, the new companion gains this base speed bonus. Halfling Advanced
Race Guide pg. Halfling Horror Adventures pg. If the cavalier ever replaces his mount, the new
mount gains this bonus. Half-Orc Advanced Race Guide pg. Hobgoblin Advanced Race Guide
pg. Human Advanced Race Guide pg. Kitsune Blood of the Beast pg. Any kitsune character can
choose this bonus upon gaining a level in her favored class. Kobold Advanced Race Guide pg.
Locathah Blood of the Sea pg. Nagaji Blood of the Beast pg. This has no effect in combat unless
the cavalier has selected this reward five times or another increment of five. If the cavalier ever
replaces this mount, the new mount gains this bonus to its speed. Orc Advanced Race Guide
pg. Vanara Blood of the Beast pg. Cavalier Source Advanced Player's Guide pg. Class Features
Level. While many warriors strive to perfect their art, spending all of their time honing their skill
at martial arms, others spend as much effort dedicating themselves to a cause. These warriors,
known as cavaliers , swear themselves to a purpose, serving it above all else. Cavaliers are
skilled at fighting from horseback , and are often found charging across a battlefield, with the
symbol of their order trailing on a long, fluttering banner. The cavalier's true power comes from
the conviction of his ideals, the oaths that he swears, and the challenges he makes. Like
fighters, cavaliers journey forth from all nations in the Inner Sea region , although certain orders
are more popular in particular nations see below. Cavaliers do not follow any specific religion in
general. However, they do follow orders that help to define the cavalier's role in Golarion. The
following orders represent the most common chosen by cavaliers. Members of these orders are
not necessarily bound together, but some organizations do exist that are comprised of cavaliers
that all belong to one specific order. There are two completely distinct and almost diametrically
opposed cavalier orders that merely share the same name, that of order of the beast; there is no
other connection between the two orders. Cavaliers of the one order of the beast serve and
protect nature and take a truly loyal animal companion. Cavaliers who belong to the order of the
blossom are sworn to help and protect fey and guard portals to the First World. Many members
are fey themselves, though the order is also open to non-fey creatures. Blighted fey are
anathema to cavaliers of the order of the blossom and such corrupt creatures are destroyed on
sight. A cavalier who belongs to this order serves only himself, working to further his own aims
and increase his own prestige. These cavaliers believe in loyalty and friendship, and are willing
to lay down their lives to protect their allies. The order of the eel was founded by locathah
cavaliers who believed success and greatness are based on diplomacy. Today, other aquatic

races have joined the order, as well as coastal-based cavaliers on land. Cavaliers of the order of
the flame seek personal glory, high renown and legendary status regardless of the cost or risk.
Cavaliers of the order of the Green are powerful advocates and followers of the Green Faith and
they dedicate themselves to protecting the wilderness and the natural order. Cavalier followers
of the order of the guard take the role of a dedicated bodyguard of a specific person or entity.
Cavaliers of the order of the hammer consider strength to be the most important aspect of life
and the strong earn the right to rule over the weak. Such cavaliers are constantly proving their
greater strength against adversaries. The order's name comes from the Suit of Hammers of a
Harrow deck. Order of the hero cavaliers dedicate themselves to protecting the vulnerable from
large monsters by hunting them down. These cavaliers believe in protecting commoners from
oppression. Often ill-equipped, they are self-reliant and find a way to make do with the
resources they do have. They can be found leading untrained revolutionaries against tyrants. A
cavalier who belongs to this order has pledged himself to a sovereign; be it a king, queen, or
even the local warlord. Cavaliers of the order of the monument assign themselves to protect
their chosen settlement respecting and upholding the local faiths and laws. Even when abroad,
such cavaliers maintain their settlement's codes and norms. This order's cavaliers are reformed
criminals who have realized the suffering they have caused. To atone for their crimes, these
cavaliers pledge themselves to honorable service. They are merciful to others, assuming very
few foes are beyond redemption, delivering suspected criminals for a fair trial. When forced to
dispense judgment, they go to great lengths to ensure fairness. Cavaliers belonging to the order
of the reins extend their care for their mount to all trained, working, and domesticated animals.
This attitude makes them excellent guards for caravans in which role they are often employed.
Such cavaliers hold legal integrity as the highest goal to defend. These cavaliers stand before
the tide, protecting the innocent from roving marauders and hungry monsters. A cavalier who
belongs to this order is dedicated to protecting spellcasters. Important magical items and
locations are also guarded. These cavaliers will assist any spellcaster requesting aid, unless the
requester opposes the cavalier's goals or the cavalier's duties would be adversely impacted.
Cavaliers who join the order of the star dedicate themselves to the protection and service of a
faith and its members. Cavaliers who join the order of the sword dedicate their lives to the code
of chivalry, living a life of honor, valor, and fairness. Cavaliers belonging to the order of the
waves are predominantly found underwater investigating the mysteries found in the seas and
oceans of Golarion. This order is favoured by sadists who use the teachings of the order as an
excuse to bring misery to their victims. Slaver organisations will gladly recruit such cavaliers.
Only evil c
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avaliers choose this order. The order of vengeance is for cavaliers seeking to regain their
rightful homeland and to take revenge on those who dispossessed them. It is commonly linked
to the church of Calistria. It is also an order taken by many cavaliers who fled the Red
Revolution of Galt and fled to Gralton in the River Kingdoms. Advanced Player's Guide , p.
Paizo Publishing, LLC. The Inner Sea World Guide , p. Advanced Class Guide , p. Paizo Inc.
Inner Sea Combat , p. Legacy of the First World , p. Blood of the Sea , p. McCoy, Jr. Blood of the
Elements , p. Heroes of the Wild , p. The Harrow Handbook , p. Monster Hunter's Handbook , p.
Knights of the Inner Sea , p. Disciple's Doctrine , p. Merchant's Manifest , p. Champions of
Balance , p. Scott and Mark Seifter. Aquatic Adventures , p. Villain Codex , p. People of the River
, p. ISBN Antipaladin Ninja Samurai. Adept Aristocrat Commoner Expert Warrior. Category :
Classes. Images of cavaliers. Source: Advanced Player's Guide , pg s.

